


FROM EARLIEST TIMES MEN HAVE GATHERED AROUND THE
OPEN FIRE FOR WARMTH AND FELLOWSHIP; EVEN NOW WE
FIND NO REAL SUBSTITUTE FOR THE CHEER OF BURNING
LOGS. IN THE FIRELIGHT GLOW WE PLAY AND DREAM AND
WORK. THE HEATFORM FIREPLACE KEEPS THE OLD-TIME
OPEN FIRE BUT ALSO CIRCULATES HEAT LIKE A FURNACE.

The HEATFORM is a double-walled metal unit which provides heat-

ing chambers around and above the firebox. Through the inlet

grilles, the cool air flows off the floor into the heating chambers,

where it is heated, then back into the room through outlet grilles

above. This natural rising of warm air creates the circulation through

the unit, thus saving much of the heat that would otherwise be lost

up the chimney. The outlet grilles may be placed on the front or

sides of the fireplace, in the mantel shelf, under a metal hood, in

the wall near the ceiling, or even in adjoining rooms. This book

presents a variety of designs with suggestions for the building and

use of the HEATFORM fireplace.
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This lovely fireplace, located in the Freeman Studio, Berrien Springs, Michigan, and built

by Enoch E. Erlandson, was designed around Model "A" Heatform. Cool air inlets are in

ends of raised hearth, at floor level, with ducts built in the masonry leading to the inlets in

the unit. Warm air is taken from the two upper side outlets through masonry ducts leading

to a single opening directly behind the sunburst shield, which is supported by metal rods

attached to a metal plate extending into the masonry to hold the outlet in place. The shield

projects forward from the masonry wall approximately IVz" to allow for ample warm air

outlet. There should be no less than 100 square inches of free air passage in the cool air

inlet and warm air outlet ducts.
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HEATFORM-T/ie answer to your fireplace problems

A group of stone

Model "A" Heat-

form fireplaces. Two

home owners chose

to form both cool

air inlets and warm

air outlet of spaced

masonry. The other

two used the stand-

ard aluminum grilles

and painted them

to blend with the

masonry of the fire-

place.
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H E AT FO RM-Assures practical, economical fireplace operation

Another group of

stone fireplaces.

One owner chose to

place the cool air

inlets and warm air

outlets on the pro-

jecting ends of the

fireplace. The oth-

ers used the front

outlet on the face

of the fireplace to

discharge warm air

to the home. In the

lower left hand fire-

place, cool air is

drawn from the pro-

jecting side at the

right and also

through another in-

let in the passage

way in back of the

wood box to inlets

in the unit.
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This unique fireplace, with its metal hood and imported Dutch tile, is built around a Model "A" HEATFORM. The

cool air inlets are on the sides near the floor; the warm air from the HEATFORM flows between the masonry and the

hood up through the outlet grille in the shelf above.

The hand-chased hood of sheet steel was given an antique appearance by covering it with wet dirt, allowing it to rust,

then wire-brushing it, oiling, and waxing with beeswax. This provincial fireplace is entirely suited to the charming
informality of the room. Architect: Burgo Purcell.
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HEATFORM-^dapfaMe to any type of architecture

A group of Colonial

Fireplaces. For greater

heating efficiency, two

owners chose to use

the front panel warm

air outlet. The others

placed both the cool

air inlets and warm air

outlets on the project-

ing sides of the fire-

place.
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A group of brick

Model "A" Heat-

form fireplaces. In

three cases, the

mason used good

judgment in placing

the cool air inlets

at floor level where

they pick up the

coolest air which

always settles to

the floor.
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HE AT FORM- Prevents construction mistakes — from, hearth to flue

* X

iiJ^&r^ittr W'' i^^W"':j$p m- m

A group of Model "A"

Heatform fireplaces;

two of brick and two

of stone. The fireplace

in the lower right-

hand corner shows the

cool air inlets at the

top of the hearth. For

warmer floors, a better

choice would have been

at floor level in the

ends of the raised

hearth.
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The fireplace at left shows perfect spacing of masonry for both cool air inlet

and warm air outlet, to provide full efficiency to the air circulating principle

of Heatform. Wherever possible, with a raised hearth, the cool air inlets

should be started at floor level, where they pick up the cool air which always

settles to the floor, assuring warmer floors.
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HEAT FORM - Adds furnace efficiency to your fireplace

Two beautiful Model "A" Heatform fireplaces. The one directly

above is faced with marble and glass. The fireplace at right is

constructed of Roman ruffle brick and is of unusually good
design. Architect Carleton Monroe Winslow, Jr., Beverly Hills,

California, designed this fireplace for his own home.
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H E AT F O R M — A perfect guide, around

which the masonry walls are easily built

These three fireplaces are built around Model "A"

Heatform. The fireplace directly above is in a base-

ment recreation room, with a built-in barbecue. The

barbecue and the fireplace each has its own sepa-

rate flue.
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Three Model "A" Heatform fireplaces. The fire-

place above is partially of Roman brick. The cool

air inlets and warm air outlet are formed of spaced

brick. In the upper right fireplace, the owner chose

to place both the cool air inlets and warm air outlets

on the projecting sides of the fireplace. The fire-

place, lower right, is built of polished Carmel soft

stone. The pattern at right and left was formed by

splitting the stone in the center.
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Three Model "A" Heatform fireplaces are shown on this page. In the fire-

place directly above, one cool air inlet grille is shown at floor level. The

other cool air inlet comes from the dining room at right, through a parti-

tion wall between the facing and the exterior wall of the home. The warm

air is taken from the flat top of the Heatform, through a metal duct placed

at about a 30 degree angle to a register just below the ceiling in the dining

room, so the warm air from the fireplace passes through the dining room

and back into the living room, warming both rooms.

In the fireplace, upper right, the cool air inlets are visible at right and left

of the fireplace. Warm air is taken from the two upper side outlets in the

unit and discharged through grilles placed in the top of the mantel-piece.

In the large fireplace, lower right, the owner chose to use spaced brick for

both cool air inlet and warm air outlet.
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Three Model "A" Heatform fireplaces; one of stone. The two upper fire-

places show standard grilles and, in the lower fireplace, the two cool air

inlets, at floor level, in the ends of the raised hearth, the proper location for

warm floors, and the warm air outlet on the face of the fireplace are of

brick, soldiered and spaced.
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Four Model "A" Heatform fireplaces,

suitable for den, family room, or

cabin. The fireplace, upper left, is

located in a corner and has a curved

front. The warm air outlet is in the

center of the flat top of the shelf.

The other three fireplaces show the

warm air outlet formed of spaced

masonry.
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Three single opening Heatform fireplaces, all showing an arched opening.

The large fireplace above and the lower right fireplace are located in a

large Texas ranch home. Both the cool air inlets and warm air outlets are

located on the projecting ends of the fireplace above. In the lower right

fireplace, the cool air inlets are placed at floor level in the adobe walls,

with masonry ducts leading from the grilles to the openings in the unit. The
warm air outlet is in the center of the flat top of the mantel-piece.

In the upper right fireplace, the cool air inlets are placed at floor level in

the raised portion of the hearth. The warm air outlet is formed of spaced
masonry.
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HEATFORM—T/ie result of thirty-six years of heat-circulating

fireplace research and development

A group of Model "A" Heat-

form corner fireplaces.
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Four Model "A" Heatfnrm

fireplaces. The two fire-

places at left have a

curved facing. The upper

fireplace shows the stand-

ard grilles painted black.

A better choice would have

been to paint them to

blend with the masonry,

rather than the mantel, and

the cool air inlets would

have been better placed at

floor level. The lower left

fireplace shows one cool

air intet and warm air out-

let of spaced masonry. J\\
n
.

other inlet and outlet are

on the reverse side, not

shown.

The two fireplaces at right

are located in bedrooms.

The one at top is in a guest

home and was designed by

Architect Lucille Bryant

Raport, North Hollywood,

California. The lower right

fireplace shows the cool air

inlets on the face of the

raised portion of the hearth

where the coolest air which

always settles to the floor

is picked up much better

than if they were placed

above the hearth.
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Beautiful stone Model "A" Heatform fireplace. The designer and builder used good judgment in locating and spac-

ing the masonry for both cool air inlets and warm air outlet, to allow for maximum air circulation through the unit.



HEATFORM- For maximum heating comfort Air chambers capture the

heat before it is lost and circulate it through the home

A group of Model

"A" Heatform fire-

places. In the low-

er right fireplace,

the owner chose to

use the side warm

air outlets at each

end of the project-

ing fireplace and,

because of the hori-

zontal run to the

warm air outlet

grilles, it was nec-

essary to use a fan

in each cool air in-

let located in the

ends of the raised

hearth, for maxi-

mum warm air cir-

culation.
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A group of beautiful Model "A" Heatform fire-

places. The fireplace at the top left was designed

by McFarland-Bonsall-Thomas, Los Angeles Archi-

tects. One cool air inlet is located in a hall at the

left and the other is in the rear of the fireplace.

Warm air is taken from the two upper side warm air

outlets and also a small 12" x 4" opening in the

center of the flat top of the unit, with ducts leading

to the openings in the masonry above.

The fireplace above was designed by Architect

Richard L. Taylor of Kalispell, Montana, and the

cool air inlets are located at floor level in the pro-

jecting ends of the fireplace.

In the lower left fireplace, you will note one of the

coo! air inlets is visible and the other is located in

the end of the raised hearth in the corner of the

room, at left, not shown.
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A group of Model "A" Heatform fireplaces. In the fireplace above, the cool

air inlets and warm air outlet are formed of spaced masonry. Note the
wood box at right of the fireplace which opens through the exterior wall,

permitting it to be filled with logs from the rear. In the two upper right fire-

places, the cool air inlets are placed at floor level in the return ends of

the fireplace. In the lower right fireplace, the owner chose to use spaced
brick for the cool air inlets and the standard grille for the warm air outlet.
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Page 24

The beautiful Model "S" Heatform fireplace above and the two Model "A" fireplaces directly to the right on the

following page are located in the Sundberg residence on Mercer Island, Seattle, Washington, and were designed by

Architect Marvin S. lies. The standard aluminum grilles were used for cool air inlet in the above fireplace. One is

visible in the pilaster at left. The other is located at floor level beneath the built-in settee, with an air duct leading

to the inlet in the unit. All other inlets and outlets in these fireplaces are formed of spaced masonry.



The multiple dwelling units

shown at upper right are

located in Seattle, Wash-

ington, and each unit has a

Model "A" Heatform fire-

place. The fireplace at lower

right is the design used in

those fireplaces.
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A group of Model "S" Heatform fireplaces. The fireplace at

upper right, located in the lobby and office of on exclusive motel,

and the fireplace at left were designed by Architect Richard L.

Taylor of Kalispell, Montana. In the lower right fireplace, one

cool air inlet and the warm air outlet are visible. The other inlet is

ocated in a hall directly in back of the fireplace.



An extremely beautiful Model "S" Heatform fireplace design. Note the unique method the designer used
in forming both the cool air inlets and warm air outlets to add a decorative feature to the fireplace.
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HEATFORM -Adds furnace efficiency to your fireplace

A group of Model "S" Heat-

form fireplaces; three with the

left side open and one with the

right side open to a view of

the fire. The fireplace at upper

left was designed for his own

home by the famous Los

Angeles Architect, Paul Wil-

jiams. The facing over this fire-

place is marble and the walls

are of concrete block. One cool

air inlet and warm air outlet

are shown at left of the fire-

place. The other cool air inlet

is at right beneath the lamp

stand. The other outlet is on

the projecting right end above

the planter.

A better location for the cool

air inlets shown in the lower

left fireplace would have been

in the raised portion of the

hearth, at each end or on the

face. The same applies to the

cool air inlets in the fireplace

shown in the upper right-hand

corner.

You will note, in order to place

the cool air inlets at floor

level in the fireplace at right,

it was necessary to build an

abutment to give ample room

for the air duct leading to the

side inlet in the unit. The abut-

ment could have been stopped

at the lintel bar height. How-

ever, the owner evidently

brought it to the shelf height

so the vines would trail.
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Three Model "S" Heatform fireplaces. In the upper

right and lower left fireplaces, the mason placed

the cool air inlets too high from the floor. They

should really have been placed at floor level in the

raised hearth. In order to place the inlet grille at

floor level in the raised hearth, it would have been

necessary to build an abutment, as shown in the fire-

place in the lower right corner of the opposite page.

The fireplace at upper left shows only one cool air

inlet and one warm air outlet. The other inlet and

outlet are located through a partition wall into an

adjoining room, which is receiving some of the warm
air circulation.
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A large Model "M" Heatform fireplace located in the Camp Fire Girls' Club House near the -mountains in Altadena, California, designed by Architect Boyd Georgi who chose to place the cool air

inlets in the ends of the raised hearth. The warm air outlets are on the projecting sides of the metal hood, with metal ducts leading from the grilles and fastening securely to the warm air

outlets provided in the unit. A long front warm air outlet on the face of the hood could be used, if preferred, and could be a part of the hood itself, by perforating the front of the hood The

bottom and end portions of the hood are bent at a 90 degree angle and secured to the U-shaped lintel bar supporting the masonry beneath the hood. Hood would be provided by your local sheet

metal man.
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Three Model "D" Heatform fireplaces opening through

between two rooms. The fireplace at left and the one at

upper right are two views of the same fireplace in a home
in the Chestnut Hills Estates, Baltimore, Maryland, de-

signed and built by Messrs. Coffin and Mitchell. This was
the first Model "D" fireplace built in the Baltimore area

and, after testing its efficiency, both the builders and the

owners, Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Hansen, were delighted with

the results. The fireplace at upper left is one view of

another Model "D" fireplace in Palos Verdes Estates,

Los Angeles County, California. The masonry work of

this fireplace was done by the home owner himself. The
cool air inlet is almost obscured beneath the cantilevered

hearth.
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Excerpts From Testimonial Letters Received From Home Owners

We built our fireplace around Heat-form in our log

cabin. This Heatform gives all the heat necessary for

the room and kitchen the whole year round at an alti-

tude of 8,000 feet. I think Heatform is wonderful and

have built a second fireplace using your comer Heat-

form. Incidentally, I am a woman and have built my

own fireplaces. I believe I'll make this my hobby, as

I enjoy it so much. Mrs. M.R.P., Denver, Colorado

We have your Heatform in our fireplace. Last

winter was one of the coldest we have had in many

years. For over six weeks, temperatures never went

above freezing and on several occasions dropped

down to around 20 degrees above zero. All during

this time, we heated about 900 square feet of floor

space very comfortably with the Heatform. Our total

fuel bill for the fireplace wood was about half the

cost with which our friends heated similar homes

without Heatform. Here is "proof of the pudding"

to say nothing of the pleasure of an open fire.

P.F.W., McMinnville, Oregon

We have a most beautiful Heatform fireplace. Inci-

dentally, however, we're not interested only in ap-

pearance. Our Heatform operates as advertised and

heats our living room quite cozily. Thanks for a

money saving invention/

Mrs. B.D.W., Santa Cruz, Calif.

We installed one of your Heatform fireplaces and

it works like a dream. We plan to install another in

the kitchen. O.E.B., Redwood City, Calif.

I am well pleased with the performance and effi-

ciency of Heatform and would mot build a fireplace

without one. I am so satisfied with mine.

C.H., Monterey, California

We have a Heatform installation admired by all

our friends for its beauty, workmanship, and origi-

nality. It never smokes, despite high trees all around

and over the roof—our pride and joy, worth waiting

for these forty years, Mrs. J.F., Alpine, Calif.

Our Heatform fireplace gives more than ample heat

for cool evenings in summer and fall for living room
24' x 30'. A.S.C.H., Winooski, Vt.

We find our Heatform fireplace a wonderful heat-

ing unit and pleasant addition to our home.

V.S.O., Kenosha, Wis.

We installed Heatform in an old fireplace. It tripled

the heat we received from the old fireplace. As a mat-

ter of fact, we are heating the entire house with it and

have shut off the other heat entirely. We can't say too

much for your Heatform and wouldn't part with it.

H.B.O., Tangent, Oregon

We are very pleased with our Heatform installa-

tion. We now have heat upstairs, through the hot air

vents from the Heatform to registers which open up-

stairs. When we turn the fan grilles on, the heat goes

out into the living room as well as upstairs, making

the entire house cozy and comfortable.

Mrs. L.P., Seattle, Wash.

I wish to thank you for introducing us to the Heat-

form circulating fireplace unit. The adjustable warm
air register grilles conduct heat to the bedroom and

kitchen. We find, in all types of weather, with a mini-

mum of care and fuel, we have complete comfort in

our home without the aid of any other heating unit.

P.G.M., Harrison, Ark.

We are thoroughly satisfied with our Heatform fire-

place. We have always had trouble heating our home

with our old type heating unit; but now, thanks to

Heatform, our living room and adjoining rooms are

always nice and comfortable, even during our coldest

weather. B.P., Harrison, Ark.

Sitting around my Heatform fireplace on a blustery

night, I am enjoying the fireplace very much. Not only

does it throw out heat both in spring and fall, but

with two fans connected in the inlets, we are using it

during zero weather. L.D.G., Spider Lake, Mich.

We are proud of our fireplace and have enjoyed the

extra heat due to our Heatform. We wish you con-

tinued success and hope you will have growing num-

bers of pleased families like ourselves.

Mrs. H.M., Carnation, Washington

We are very happy and satisfied with the perform-

ance of our Heatform fireplace.

C.H.S., El Cajon, California

I have had many comments from neighbors and

friends on the beauty of my Heatform fireplace and

the volume of heat it produces. This fireplace has done

much to enhance the appearance and cheerfulness of

the room where it is installed.

Miss L.T., Albuquerque, N.M.

Your Heatform is a great heater. I have two in two

other houses I own and am building a third house,

using the Heatform, because we are so satisfied.

Dr. G.W., Quartz Hill, California

My family and I are very proud of our Heatform

fireplace and we have had lots of praise on its looks

and the heat that your Heatform fireplace puts out.

H. W., Live Oak, California

In remodeling my home, I installed one of your

metal Heatforms in my fireplace. Your Heatform fire-

place unit is the finest I've ever seen.

1. It gives out superior heat.

2. It never puffs out smoke in the room, in spite

of any gales that might be blowing outside!

3. It can be placed- most anyplace in a home, if

directions are followed/

Thanks so much! I've got the best heating, best

working, and best looking fireplace in town.

E.G.DeF., Chadron, Nebraska

I have done a lot of remodeling and building in my
spare time and my Heatform fireplace is one thing I

have done that I can really enjoy. With the Heatform

fireplace to heat up my place so comfortably, I can

just sit back and fake it easy.

J.G.J. , Livermore, California

We have a 48 inch Heatform fireplace in our living

room which we enjoy very much. We have had years

of good service and enjoyment from it, so now we
want to install one in a bedroom.

J.L., Albuquerque, N.M.

We have just had another big snow and it is a very

heavy wet snow, with considerable wind. I couldn't

get out all day yesterday and, late yesterday, I dug out

enough so I could get my car out. During the night

our light and power went off and, without power, our

oil furnace isn't working. It is estimated that 100,000

in this area are without power and beat. If we didn't

have our Heatform fireplace, we could be mighty cold.

Some public buildings, schools, and churches have

taken in people who haven't heat. With our Heatform

fireplace, we will be warm and I feel a lot better at

home, knowing I have a fireplace that can really give

us heat so that we won't suffer. It can be a real threat

not to have any heat available in cold weather.

W.W.V., Towson, Maryland
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For four long years, we've searched and finally find

it is you who have the wonderful heat circulating fire-

place we want, the Heatform. Well, we finally con-

tacted a dealer and, sure enough, he -praises your Heat-

form to the high heavens.

L.T.G., Coquille, Ore.

Our Heatform fireplace keeps the house comfort-

able. The fireplace does not smoke even though the

open chimney top is only sixteen feet above the

hearth and the house is surrounded by tall trees and

hills on two sides. My wife did a very satisfactory job

of building the fireplace and chimney without any

help from me. The Heatform fireplace is easier to

build than an ordinary fireplace. The fireplace is cen-

trally located and is completely satisfactory in every

way.

N.D.G., Bellingham, Wash.

My husband and I are the architects, designers, and

constructors of our cabin. My husband is a school ad-

ministrator and we were both totally unskilled in all

phases of construction when we undertook this proj-

ect. We built our Heatform fireplace completely alone,

without any professional assistance, except the instruc-

tions that came xvith the Heatform. We realize this

would have been impossible without a Heatform unit.

Needless to say, we are more than pleased with your

product! In addition to the usual warm air outlets,

there is a hot air vent through the masonry partition

with an outlet into the adjoining bedroom area, which

efficiently heats this wing.

Mrs. P.T. O'H., Thompson Falls, Mont.

In my new house, I had a Heatform unit installed

in our living room fireplace. It is all you say it is and

far more efficient than we had anticipated. It almost

takes the place of a furnace. M.P.B., Brocton, N.Y.

We are so completely satisfied with the operation

of our Heatform fireplace that we would highly rec-

ommend it to anyone. Heatform not only saves a great

deal on the fuel bill, but it gives out such even heat

and we never have any draft trouble. Our fireplace

was our only means of heat during the winter we had
that big snow. The house was kept very warm. Every-

one is really surprised at the great amount of heat with

such a small fire. We are certainly sold on Heatform
and can't imagine a fireplace being built without it.

J.D., Alderwood Manor, Wash.

We get enough heat from our Heatform fireplace

to keep a five room mountain cabin very comfortable.

D.L.D., Idledale, Colo.

We have used your Heatform units in fireplaces of

our previous homes and have been happy with them.

W.D.H., Michigan City, Michigan

Excerpts From Testimonial Letters Received From Fireplace Builders

/ am a steady user of your product and feel indebted

for your turning out such a good line of products and

a circulating heater I can "sell" with a clear conscience.

My boast is being a perfectionist in this fireplace busi-

ness and your fine products help me along.

M.H., Vida, Oregon

I am a fireplace builder and use yom Heatform al-

most exclusively. I prefer it because it is reliable and

easy to build around. j,B., Chico, California

I have been a builder for many years and have seen

fireplaces built—but have not seen any that could

compare with, or give as good service as, the Heat-

form. I could not recommend anything better to any-

one. K.J.N., No. Hollywood, Calif.

I am well pleased with the performance and effi-

ciency of Heatform and would not build a fireplace

without one. C.H., Monterey, California

We install quite a number of Heatforms and be-

lieve they are the best fireplace unit available. We
have had numerous compliments without any com-

plaints. L.L.B., Downey, California

1 built 12 Heatform fireplaces last summer and all

are working perfectly. I expect to build even more

this summer. As a masonry builder, I am sold on the

Heatform. I believe it is the best circulating fireplace

on the market. C.L.E., Mt. Shasta, Calif.

I am a fireplace builder and prefer Heatforms be-

cause they are reliable and easy to install.

J.P., Susanville, Calif.

Mr. M. is very partial to the Heatform for fireplace

construction and prefers nothing else in the building

of fireplaces. J.B., Chico, California

I have just completed a double Heatform fireplace

—one in the den and the other in the living room.

They are very efficient. I have built 11 fireplaces

around Heatform units and can truthfully say no one

has anything but praise for them.

T.J.W., Arnold, Calif.

Your product sells itself, I can honestly say. People

for whom I have built fireplaces tell others so. Su-

perior products and my work team up well, as I take

pride in my work D.J.H., Groveland, California

I am a m-asonry contractor and have installed a good
many Heatform fireplaces. Heatform is the only one

I recommend and I have used my own every day

through the winter months very successfully.

R.A.G., Puyallup, Washington

I am a brickmason and build a lot of fireplaces. I

have always considered your Heatform the best on the

market. G.G., Hugo, Colorado

I am a builder of fireplaces and use nothing but

Heatforms. P.V.A., Yakima, Washington

I installed a Heatform fireplace in a new home re-

cently. I have found Heatform to be the best and most

practical heat circulating fireplace which can be in-

stalled. The people who purchased the house tell me
"This Heatform fireplace is wonderful" and they have

recommended it to their friends. Consequently, we
decided to replace our fireplace and install a Heatform.

F.S.P., Portland, Oregon

1 have used so many of your fireplace forms I have

lost count. Many are up country in woods where an

experienced brickman is not available and, in the

Heatform sense, not necessary. I recently installed a

Heatform in a garden house, with high buildings on

all sides. Your Heatform is 100% perfect.

E.M.S., San Francisco, Calif.

We are small town general contractors but do build

quite a few nice homes. We have four houses under

construction at the present time. Three of them are

equipped with Heatform. We have found them very

good and wouldn't consider any other type. We have

used about 15 in the past two years and have never

had a co?nplaint. Our banker, a fireplace lover, really

likes the Heatform. He thinks we are the only builders

in the area who can build fireplaces that always work
good and he gives the credit to the Heatform and us

for always using them. Two fireplaces in our town,
built without Heatform, smoke so much they can't

be used - J.L.D., Reno, Nevada
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For Fireplaces Open Front and Either Side

(above)

No. Front Side Height

32S^

38S

41"

48"

18" 30"

22" 30"

47S 57" 22" 30"

Center

Pull

Operated

Only

SUPERIOR DRAPE SCREENS
If "S" or "M" design fireplace dimensions vary

from manufacturer's specifications, or for inside

mounting screens, send elevation and plan drawing,

giving exact overall dimensions of fireplace.

The screen is made of specially treated wire or

solid brass spirals, interlaced for flexibility and

strength. When drawn together, the curtains over-

lop in the center, eliminating all danger of sparks

from the burning fuel entering the room. When in

an open position, the curtains drape gracefully back

to the sides of the fireplace, affording full view

and accessibility to the fire. The curtains are sus-

pended from a rod concealed by a polished solid

brass or black angle bar.

For Fireplace open front and both sides

(not shown) '

No, Front Side Height

38M 50" 24" 30"

49M 59" 24" 30"

55M 66" 24" 30"

72" 24" 30"

Center

Pull

Operated

Only

SUPERIOR MOUNTED
DRAPE SCREENS

A modern convenience — nothing to move for re-

fueling or cleaning around fireplace. Custom-built

for each size Heatform. The last word in beauty

and protection for the fireplace.

For outside mounting, the screen is shipped with

necessary screws and spreader lugs for ready instal-

lation to masonry. For inside mounting, screen is

shipped with screws for installation to lintel angle

bar.

All screens are available with solid polished brass

angle bar and choice of Old English, solid brass, or

black wire — or black bar and wire.

For Single Opening Fireplaces

Center Pull

(at left)

NO. Width Height

Fits

Opening Widths

36 36" 25V2" 23" to 26"

40 40" 25V2
" 27" to 33"

41 40" 301/2" 27" to 33"

46 46" 301/2" 34" to 41"

54 54" 331/2" 42" to 48"

65 65" 33V2" 49" to 60"

PORTABLE FREE STANDING
DRAPE SCREENS

For Single Opening Fireplaces

(above)

If the dimensions of the standard portable screen

will not fit your fireplace dimensions, give us the

exact width and height of the firebox opening and

we will fabricate a special screen to your specifica-

tions at a small extra cost. All dimensions for spe-

cial screens must be accurate, as they cannot be

returned for credit.

No. Width Height

3827 38" 27"

3829 38" 29"

3831 38" 31"

4427 44" 27"

4429 44" 29"

4431 44" 31"

Center

or

End

Pull

Price of End Pull slightly higher.

If your dealer does not have these screens in stock,

write to the manufacturer for information regarding

where they may be secured.
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Ill,ATI OHM -MODEL MH-Hooded Design

This model Heatform provides a view of the fire from the front

and two sides. It has an air heating chamber below the firebox,

connected by a rear vertical heating chamber leading to the upper

heating chamber between the dome and hood. The two heating

chambers are connected through the throat by round super-heating

air flues, sufficiently spaced to allow free smoke passage between

them into the chimney above.

Warm air is discharged through a long grille hidden in the flat top

of the hood above eye level.

The firebox is recessed 3". This prevents the ashes from spreading

out onto the hearth. However, one inch of ashes should remain

below the grate at all times to preserve the metal.

There are vertical reinforcing stiffeners spaced about 4" apart in

the lower heating chamber to prevent the hearth from sagging. In

addition, the %" boiler plate metal of the entire 'firebox—bottom

and vertical portion— is ribbed construction to add greater strength

and prevent warpage.

Caution should be taken to see that rockwool is used between the

L-shaped lip at the front bottom of the unit and the masonry.

Cement mortar should be used at the end of the hearth brick to

cover the rockwool joint.

%"=V Drawings available for all sizes.

The projecting hood is treated with heat resist-

ant paint and m3y be repainted any interior

color desired.

Be sure to form the masonry downdraft shelf,

as shown, use the proper size terra cotta flue

liner specified, and build the top of the chim-

ney at least two feet higher than the highest

point of the roof of the house.
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SCALE DRAWINGS 3/4"=l'

Available upon request.

Standard cool air inlet grille to use with the #35 Heatform is the #25.

With the #41, use the #26. If preferred, grille may be of spaced

masonry.

A 42" angle bar to support the inside chimney wall above unit dome and

a 42" T iron are required for the #35 Heatform. These would be 48" for

the #41. If hearth projects more than 13" beyond a vertical line with

the front of hood, a second T-iron would be required.

Steel bar grate illustrated is shipped with unit and included in price.

Grille, angle and T-irons are priced separately.
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WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT FIREPLACES

What Causes a Fireplace To Smoke?

The overage fireplace is built by "rule of thumb" methods,

sometimes resulting in improper construction. The principal

causes are:

(a) Leaving flat masonry ledges in the throat between the

lintel bar, (or opening height) and the smoke flue —
or forming the rearwardly sloping front wall of the

throat leading to the smoke flue too flat, to obstruct

draft.

(b) Inadequate downdraft shelf and flue area.

(c) Chimney top lower thon highest point of roof.

(d) Improper location of fireplace.

(e) Chimney located within 30 feet of higher buildings or

trees, over which prevailing winds blow, placing a

pressure on top of chimney, retarding draft.

(f) Tightly weatherstripped home which doesn't permit suf-

ficient oxygen to keep fire burning properly and air is

drawn down chimney to interfere with draft.

(g) Improper location of flue above throat, allowing damper

closure blade to swing back beneath smoke flue.

How Should I Determine the Size Smoke Flue?

First multiply the width by the height of the finished fire-

place opening. Then, to determine the effective flue area

necessary, for a low chimney 17 feet or less from hearth to

top, multiply the total square inch area of the fireplace

opening by 12%. For a chimney 18 to 24 feet high, use

10%. For o chimney 25 feet or more in height, 8% is ade-

quate.

How Is Oxygen Provided It the Home
Is Tightly Weatherstripped?

Either a window may be left slightly open or a second ash

dump may be installed in the center of the hearth beneath

the soffit, connected by a duct through the masonry leading

to outside air. When fireplace is in use, ash dump door

should open away from the fire.

Where Should a Fireplace Be Located

for Best Resuffs?

(a) A fireplace should never be located across the room

from an outside door, because if the door were open, a

gust of wind could come in and cause the fireplace to

throw smoke out into the room.

(b) The worm air outlet register of a forced air furnace

should never be located near a fireplace, especially in

cases where it would create a draft across the front of

the fireplace. That would create a chimney downdraft,

with the result that smoke would enter the room. If that

is the logical place for the furnace outlet, louvres should

be provided in the register to direct the current of air

upwardly.

(c) Where there is a stairway leading to the second floor,

unless there is a closed door at the head of the stairway,

the fireploce should be located at the opposite end of

the room from the stairway, so the warm air will not

pass upstairs before the balance of the room is heated.

Where Should I Place the Cool Air Inlets

and Warm Air Outlets?

The cool oir inlets should start at floor level and, whenever

possible, should be placed on the projecting sides of the

fireplace. If a raised hearth is desired, it should be elevated

1
2" to 1 5", allowing ample room for the grilles to be placed

on the ends of the fireplace or in the front portion of the

hearth, with comparable size masonry ducts leading to the

inlets in the Heatform. For maximum heating efficiency and

economy of installation, we recommend the use of the long

front warm air outlet. If the front outlet is to be omitted and

the side outlets used instead, they may be placed on the

projecting sides of the fireplace above the outlets in the

unit, above or below the mantel, or on the foce of the

fireplace between the mantel and the ceiling.

Will One Heatform Fireplace Heat My Home?

The purpose of the Heatform is not to completely heat a

house, but to build a fireplace that will give maximum heat

with less fuel consumption and uniformly heat the room

ond warm adjoining rooms connected by open doors or arch-

ways. In mild climates, often a single Heatform fireplace

is all the heat required, except for possibly an electric or

gas heater in the bathroom. If you wish to use it as a

central heating system for a small house, we advise locating

the fireplace on an inner partition wall and making use

of the side warm air outlets, discharging heat into rooms

directly in back of the fireplace, by installing an additional

cool air inlet and warm air outlet in each of those rooms.

See "Heating Rear Rooms" on page 40.

What Is the Potential Life of the Heatform?

That depends upon to what extent it is used and how it

is protected. Its life is comparable to that of a brick lined

fireplace, but if you will follow our recommendations and

use a fuel grate with a high protective back to prevent the

burning fuel from coming in direct contact with the lining

you will greatly prolong the life of the firebox and it would

be many years before any repairs would be necessary. How-

ever, if repairs should become necessary, we will make

available a ribbed metal plate to be placed over the

damaged portion of the back wall of the firebox. The cost

of this plote and the installation would be less than relining

a brick firebox.

Con the Heatform Be Installed in an

Existing Fireplace?

Yes, see the instructions on page 43.

How High Should the Chimney Extend

Above the Roof?

With o low semi-flat roof, we recommend the chimney extend

four feet higher than the highest point of the roof. With a

pitched roof, where the chimney projects through the roof

at the eave, then the chimney should extend three feet

higher than the highest point of the roof. Where the chimney

projects through near the peak of the roof, then it should

be two feet higher thon the peak.

Should a Spark Arrestor or Screen Over the

Top of the Chimney Be Used?

If your Building Ordinance requires it, you should use one,

but the screen should be at least Vz" mesh. If it is anchored

inside the chimney flue or lies flat on top of the flue, you

will find it necessary to clean the soot away frequently,

but, if it is built in the shape of a basket, 8" higher than the

chimney top, with all four sides open and exposed to the

weather, the wind and rain will do the cleaning job for you.

COMPARE HEATFORM WITH ANY AND ALL

HEAT CIRCULATING FIREPLACE UNITS AND BE

CONVINCED THAT IT IS THE MOST EFFICIENT

AND DURABLE OF ALL. SPECIFY AND INSIST

UPON HEATFORM — fT HAS NO EQUAL. LOOK
FOR THE NAME ON THE DOME AND DAMPER
HANDLE.
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HEATFORM DELIVERS MORE HEAT and GIVES MORE YEARS OF SERVICE

HEATFORM MODEL "A"1. WHAT IS A HEATFORM?
A Heatform is a double-walled metal unit,

consisting of firebox, throat, dome, and heat

control damper, forming a perfect guide around
which the masonry walls of the fireplace are

easily and economically built,

2. HOW DOES THE HEATFORM INCREASE
HEAT DELIVERY?
The Heatform is built to furnace principles.

It has spacious air chambers around the firebox

and dome, forming two heating chambers—lower

and upper, These chambers are connected by air

passages at each end of the throat and also by a

series of super-heating round air flues through
the throat. The cool air from the floor flows

through the air intakes where it is heated by con-

tact with the hot metal and returned to the room
through outlets properly located. Thus, a large

volume of heat lost by the old-fashioned fireplace

is captured and circulated to all parts of the

room and even into adjoining rooms.

3. HOW DOES THE HEATFORM PREVENT
SMOKE TROUBLES?
The Heatform is built to proper angles and

dimensions—a complete form, hearth to flue,

which prevents construction mistakes. The dam-
per is pivoted at the proper point and swings
backward to an open position, preventing down-
draft wind currents from entering the throat; thus
creating a perfect draft with no smoke troubles.

4. HOW DOES A HEATFORM FIREPLACE
COMPARE IN COST WITH THE OLD-
FASHIONED FIREPLACE?
A Heatform fireplace costs but little, if any,

more. The unit is a part of the finished fireplace

and saves other materials necessary in the con-
struction of the ordinary fireplace, such as fire-

brick, fireclay, ordinary dome damper; also labor

time involved in building the firebox and forming
the throat. The Healform is an investment that

pays for itself many times over by saving on fuel

and reducing maintenance and upkeep expenses.

5. IS THE HEATFORM A PROVEN PRODUCT?
Heatform engineers are the pioneers of the

heat circulating fireplace industry which was
established in 1922. The Heatform as it is today
is the result of thirty-six years of intensive re-

search to provide maximum heating efficiency

and durability.

FRONT WARM
AIR OUTLET

Pat. Nos. 1,987,252

2,110,060
Other Pats. Pending

An Exclusive Feature

DIE-PRESSED RIBBED FIREBOX
ADDS MORE YEARS OF SERVICE

Rear and side view - outer lining removed.
Arrows demonstrate circulation through heating

chambers and contact of air to all heating

surfaces.

THAN OTHER HEAT CIRCULATING FIREPLACES

MORE HEAT BECAUSE:
• The upper heating chamber around dome and

throat provides approximately !/3 more heating
surface per size unit.

• Wider heating chambers and larger cool air

inlet and warm air outlet capacity produce
greater air circulation.

• Multiple air passages from lower to upper heat-

ing chambers assure contact of air to all heat-
ing surfaces without the use of forced draft.

MORE YEARS OF SERVICE BECAUSE:
• Individually die-formed ribs in the boiler plate

firebox add strength and control warpage of

the metal.
• A larger flow of air to all heating surfaces re-

moves the heat faster, preventing the metal
from reaching deteriorating temperatures.

• The connecting round air passages add
strength to the construction of the throat and
prevent it from sagging and interfering with
the operation of the damper.

• The outer back wall follows the contour of the
inner wall, providing for a masonry downdraft
shelf which seals exposed metal from contact
with water and ashes. Nothing to rust out.

(See Section Drawing, page 40.)

HEATFORM IS EASILY IDENTIFIED. LOOK FOR
• RIBBED REINFORCED FIREBOX
• LOWER AND UPPER HEATING CHAMBERS
• ROUND SUPER-HEATING AIR PASSAGES

THROUGH THE THROAT.
• "HEATFORM" ON DOME AND DAMPER
HANDLE.

KEY TO REAR AND SIDE VIEW AT LEFT
(3) Baffles direct the air to the rear heating

chamber
(4) Large cool air inlets at floor level

(5) Ribs formed into the boiler plate add
strength and neutralize expansion.

(6) Location of rear air inlet.

(7) Bottom view of heating chambers
(8) Super-heating round air passages through

throat connecting lower and upper heating
chambers

(9) Underslung poker friction control damper
( 10) Smoke dome
(11) Side air passages to the upper heating

chamber
(12) Inner lining of the throat
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•^KOALWOOD
Castiroii Grate

For single opening tapered fireboxes.

Note the high back—a protection to the firebox lining.

SUPERIOR STAY-PUT
Ash Dump

Superior
STAY-
PUT

Clean-
Out
Door
Fits

Brick
Courses

Pat. No. 2166291

1 2 Gouge Stamped Steel

R.I.D. 8!/4"x4'/2"

No 1 Cast Aluminum
R.I.D. 9 1/2"x8 1/2

"

No 2 Stomped Steel

R.I.D. 10" x 8V2"

No. 3 Stamped Steel

R.I.D. 8"x8"

No. 4 12 Ga. Stamped Steel

R.I.D. 15V4"x8 3/4"x3"

O.D. of frame:

18 3/4 "xll Va"

No. 5 Ventilator Door

1 2 Ga. Stamped Steel

R.I.D. I5 1/4"x8 3/4"x3"

O.D. of frame:

1 8 ¥4 "x 11 Va"

SUPERIOR PR0TECT0 LOG REST

High
Protective

Back to

Prolong Life

of Firebox.
•

Made in

Five Parts.

If Necessary,
Replace
Only

Damaged
Piece, Not

Entire

Assembly

Front

Width

Back
Width Depth

OD 20" OD 22' OD 15%'

Front

Height

iW'"

Back
Height

10"

TO PROTECT YOUR HEATFORM FIREPLACE,

use the PROTECTO LOG REST or FUEL GRATE

with high protective back.

The rear vertical portion of the log rest or fuel grate prevents

fuel from lying ogainst rear wall of firebox and provides air

circulation between fire ond lining. This prevents metal from

reaching red-hot deteriorating temperatures. The use of a

log rest or fuel grate assures many more years of trouble-

free service from your fireplace. This also applies to brick-

lined fireplaces. Our thirty-six years experience in the manu-

facture of Heatform has proven that o log rest or fuel grate

with a high back is A MUST! The log rest, or grate, also

nests the fuel closely together, giving better combustion and

more heot. It reduces fire hazard and smoke nuisance by

preventing burning embers from rolling out onto the hearth.

We have knowledge of several instances where a burning log

has rolled beyond the hearth to ignite the rug ond floor,

resulting in extensive fire damage.

The firebox lining of your Heatform fireplace is constructed

of boiler plate steel; the back wall being 3/16" thick. To

receive maximum years of service, do not use the fireplace as

you would an incinerator. Build a moderate fire, using sea-

soned wood. The best size logs vary from six to nine inches in

diameter. Lump cool or briquettes are also very satisfactory

fuel (use Koalwood grate). Allow ashes to accumulate up to

within one-half inch of the bottom of log rest or grate. The

hot ashes increase the heating efficiency and conserve fuel.

If you prefer to use gas, we recommend the Glo-Fire Gas

Log, page 39.

FOR
"OPENING THROUGH"
FIREPLACES

SUPERIOR STEEL BAR GRATE
SQUARE ENDS

G'ate

No. Width Depth

Front
Height

Rear
Height

26 26" 17%" 7V4" m"
32 32" 17%" 1V2" m"
36
42'"

36" 17%" IV2" 1W
42" 17%" 71/2" 1W

Built of heavy 3A" bars for wood burning oniy. Grate nests

fuel closely together, giving better combustion, preventing

fuel from smudging, smoking, or rolling onto hearth to create

fire hazard.

SQUARE END HIGH BACKED STEEL BAR GRATE FOR

MODELS "S" AND "M" DESIGN HEATFORM FIREPLACES.

Same as above, except rear height is greoter than front.

Grate

No. Width Depth

^ront

Height

Rear
Height

26HB 26" 15%" 7W
7V6"

lOW

32HB 32"

36"

18%" IOV2"

36HB I8V4" IV2" 101/2"

42HB 42" 18%" Vh" IOV2"

Steel Bar Grate
single opening tapered fireboxes.

FOR WOOD ONLY

This is a heavy duty grate made of %" steel bars.

r

Grate

No.

Front

Width
Rear
WidtH

Total

Depth

Front

Height

Rear
Height

Fits

Heatform No.

20 21"

28W
16" 13%" 8" 10" 25

30 22" 16" 8" 10" 31 or 34

40 39V2
'* 30" 19" 8" 12" 42 or 48

57 57" 46" 19" 8" 12" 60 or 72
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MODEL NO. 101 HANGING FIRESET
Firesets in one - two - or three tool sets. Available in all brass or

with black shafts. Tool holders in solid brass or black.

m
:

FREE STANDING FIRESETS

No. 1 02 1 -R All Brass— Urn Handle — Rail base fireset.

No. 2001 All brass— Ball handle — Round base firest

No. 21 21 -R Block and brass — Ball handle — Rail base fireset.

No. 3121 Black and brass— Modern handle— Square base fireset.

No. BB-21 Black and brass wood holder.

Handles on all firesets interchangeable.

GLO-FIRE GAS LOGS
The Glo-Fire Gas Log is an exact

replica of an oak log. Concealed
inside is a revolutionary new heat-

ing principle — a combustion
chamber which gives more heat

with less gas consumption — as-

sures the utmost in heating com-
fort. It comes equipped with a

stand and is so designed that you
may use andirons if desired, When
used in connection with Heatform,
we suggest the legs be cut off

and let the log come as close to

the hearth as possible, which
would produce more heat delivery

from the Heatform air chambers.
The Glo-Fire Gas Log is approved
by A.G.A. for use with natural,

manufactured, and liquified pe-
troleum gases.

When ordering, be sure to state

which type gas is to be used, as a
different orifice is required for the
different gases.

CHAR-LIGHTER
Lights charcoal in seconds! SO EASY . , . simply plug it in, lay it

face down on top of charcoal (or briquettes) and presto — the fire

is lighted in seconds—-a beautiful evenly burning bed of coals is

ready for cooking in a matter of minutes. Now, ANYONE, man,
woman, or child can start a barbecue fire—it's quick, easy, and
clean. No fuss—no muss; no kindling, no fluid, no flames, no
smoke. Absolutely safe. No fanning, coaxing, or stirring . . . the

CHAR-LIGHTER does all the work. 1250 watt. U/L approved.
Packaged weight — three pounds.

NOTE: If your dealer does not

carry any of this mer-

chandise, write to us for

information as to where

it may be secured.

GLO-FIRE GAS LOG SPECIFICATIONS

No.

B.T.U.
Rating Length

Height
Including

Stand

Depth
Including

Valve Weight

20 17,500 20" 171/2" 131/2" 90 Lbs.

24 25,000 24" i9y2
" 13%" 115 Lbs.

26 25,000 26" 19V2" I31/2" 125 Lbs.

30 42,000 30" 17" 15" 155 Lbs.
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HEATFORM SPECIFICATIONS-MODEL A

FRONT AIR OUTLET
AW 6E RAISED 3'

_,

B/ RAISINS SHELF 3

MOIST HEAPED
FLOOR, SUPPORT
WIRE SCREEN i
STEEL BARS
REINFORCED
CONCRETE SLAB

GROUND LEVEL

CONCRETE SU&A^L

Foundotion should extend 8" below ground level

FOI1 IIEATFOHM FIHEPLACES xMOBEL A

OUTSIDE FLUE LINER DIMENSIONS

Chimney Height

12 to 20 feet

hearth to top

9x13
9x17 or 13x13

9x17 or 13x13

13x17
13x17
7x21
21x21

1*21x21 Sq

Chimney Height

Over 20 feel

heo.tr. to top

9x13
9x13
9x17 or 13x13

13x13
13x17
17x17 or 13x21

17x21
21x21

Hearing capacity ratings bosed on 20 degrees above lero 'PLACE COOL AIR INLETS AT FLOoITlYvEL TO ASSURE WARM FLOORS.
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ELEVATION (HALF VIEW)

HEATING REAR ROOM

Take the warm air from the upper side outlets of

the Heatform through register grilles installed at

the rear or end portion of the chimney, as indi-

cated by Outlets 3 or 4. It is necessary for these

outlets to be registered to regulate the flow of

warm air through front and rear outlets simul-

taneously. Also install cool air inlets 5 in rear

rooms to be heated. An opening through the center

of the back of the Heatform may be provided for

that purpose. Outlets 3 may be carried to second

floor rooms through masonry or insulated metal

ducts.

%"=V Drawings available for all sizes.

*No oval liner large enough a-ailable. Squa:e

corner liner 21"x21" OK. Otherwise build 8

masonry wall around chimney with adequate flue

capacity.

*8" rear masonry wall recommended up to down-

draft shelf, If the masonry used in constructs

either the front or rear wall of the fireplace ex-

ceeds 4" in thickness, increase dimensions D

and "K" accordingly. If 8" rear wall up to the

downdraft shelf is required by Building Code,

raise header height 6".
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FRONT AIR OUTLET

No. 23A O.D. 25%" x 6" R.l.D. 24%" x 5%

No. 23B O.D. 30%" x
6" R.I.D. 30" x 5%

No. 23C O.D. 34%" x Vh" R.l.D. 34V4" x 8"

No. 23D O.D. 34 3/4" x 6%" R.I.D. 34%" x5%

No. 24

No. 25

No. 26

No. 27

No. 28

O.D. 25%" x 6"

O.D. 30%" x 6"

O.D. 34%" x 5%"

O.D. 49%" x 6"

O.D. 60" x 6"

R.I.D. 24%" x5%"
R.I.D. 30" x5%
R.I.D. 34%" x5%"
R.I.D. 48%" x 5%"

R.I.D. 59V4" x 5V&"

FAN GRILLES

All cool air inlet grilles

can be furnished with

fans. When used in out-

lets, reverse grille face

to draw the air from
the heating chambers.

Warm air outlet grille built of brick 1 Va" x 4", soldiered

and spaced 1
3/»" apart.

For square inch area requirements in air inlets and out-

lets see chart on page 40.

CHART FOR SPACING MASONRY WARM AIR OUTLET GRILLE.

Unitl

No. 1 A 1 B 1

25
I

22V2 I S
1

31 1 28V2 |
6 1

34 | nvi
1 *

1

37 | 33 1 6 1

42 | 38 | 8
1

48 | 40V% 1 8 1

60 I
52 | 8 1

72 | 68 | 8 1

LENGTH OF THE MASONRY GRILLE MUST

BE THE SAME AS THE OPENING IN THE

UNIT.

CAST ALUMINUM GRILLES and STEEL REGISTERS

Grilles are mounted on detachable metal frames which project into the masonry and hold

the grilles securely in place. They should be painted to harmonize with the interior color

scheme. If particles of mortar show behind finished grilles, remove face and paint inside

black or any color you wish.

NLETS or SIDE OUTLETS

No. 4

O.D. 5%" x 13%'

R.I.D. 5" x 12%"

No. 5

O.D. 8" x 12*4"

R.I.D. 7V8" x 11%"

No. 6

O.D. 7%" x 14%"
R.I.D. 1W x 13%"

No. 7

O.D. 18" x 8"

R.I.D. 17" x 7%"

REGISTER GRILLES

Pressed Steel Prime Coated—For Warm

Air Outlets to Side or Rear Rooms.

No. 12

O.D. 10" x 12"

R.I.D. 8% x 1M"

No. 13

O.D. 11%" x 13%'

R.I.D. 10%" x 13%

Also Available with Registers:

No. 23A—No. 23B and No. 23D

Each Heatform requires two cool air inlets and

one front or two side warm air outlet grilles.

(See Grille "Specifications" below.)

SPECIFICATIONS FOR GRILLES
to use with each size Heatform:

MODEL "A" Air Intakes Front Outlets

Heatform No. 25 No. 4 Nos. 23A-24

Heatform No. 31 No. 4 Nos. 23A-24
Heatform No. 34 Nos. 4-5 Nos. 23B-25

Heatform No. 37 Nos. 4—5 Nos. 23B-25

Heatform No. 42 Nos. 4-6 Nos. 23D—26
Heatform No. 48 No. 6 Nos. 23C-26

Heatform No. 60 No. 6 No. 27

Heatform No. 72 No. 7 No. 28

MODEL "S"

Heatform No. 32S 1 ea. No. 4 and 5 1 No. 25 or 238 2 No. 4 or 5

Heatform No. 38S 1 ea. No. 4 and 6 1 No. 26 or 23D 2 No. 6

Heatform No. 47S lea. No. 4 and 6 1 No. 26 or 23D 2 No. 6

Alternate

MODEL "M" Air Intakes Front Outlet Side Outlets

Heatform No. 38M 2 No. 4 or 5 1 No. 26 or 23D 2 No. 5

Heatform No. 49M 2 No. 4 or 6 1 No. 26 or 23D 2 No. 6

Heatform No. 55M 2 No. 6 1 No. 26 or 23D 2 No. 6

Heatform No. 61M 2 No. 6 1 No. 27 2 No. 6

If warm air outlets are placed on sides instead of front, use the same

size grilles as specified for cool air inlets.

When additional heat outlets are installed to heat adjacent rooms,

No. 12 or No. 13 Register Grilles should be used to regulate air flow

as desire.

AIR OUTLETS IN ORDER OF EFFICIENCY
AND ECONOMY.

1. FRONT OUTLET BELOW MANTEL
This is the standard and most economical

and efficient method of returning the heat-

ed air to the home.

2. OUTLETS THROUGH TOP OF MANTEL
Heat taken from side outlets through top

of mantel. The grilles should be placed so

they will deflect heat to right and left.

Rockwool must be used between wood and
metal collar of grille.

3. FRONT OR SIDE OUTLETS ABOVE
MANTEL
The air is taken from the upper side outlets

of the unit through smoothly plastered

masonry ducts leading to the location of

the air outlet grilles.

4. SIDE OUTLETS BELOW MANTEL
Side outlets may be placed below the

mantel and the air taken from the upper

side outlets of the unit. This method, how-

ever, reduces air circulation.

For efficiency and architectural appearance we
recommend the following size Heatforms:

Rooms 1
3' x 1 8'—No. 25; 1

5' x 20'—No. 3
1

;

16' x 22'—No. 34; 18' x 26'—No. 37; 20' x
30'—No. 42; 22' x 35'—No. 48; larger rooms

—No. 60 or No. 72.

The HEATFORM fireplace will heat the living

room and warm additional rooms that are con-

nected by open doors or archways; however, to

heat any other part of the house, it will be

necessary to locate the fireplace on an inner

wall with heat outlets opening into other rooms

(see page 40). The fireplace should not be

used for a central heating plant except in

mild climates (see Heating Capacity Rating in

Specification table on page 40).
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' TWO FIREPLACE -PLAN AND ELEVATION

KEY TO TWO FIREPLACE PLAN AND ELEVATION

Dimensions in Inches

KEY TO DRAWING FOR BACK TO BACK FIREPLACES in inches

h jaifo r m

No. 2i 23V2 49 Se e specifi-

No. 31 25Vz 49 cation chart

No. 34 2iV'2 49 on page 40

No. 37 291/2 29 53 or ratio

No. 42 291/2 29 2! 53 lower left

48 33V2 3 2 59 corner

60 33V2 59

Heatform A

20

B C D £ F H K T W

No. 25 16 22V4 4 21 32% 25 29V2 24

No. 31 20 22 283/8 4 21 38V2 25 291/2 30

No. 34 20 25 31M 4 21 411/2 25 291/2 100 33

No. 37 24 26 33 4 21 45% 29 34 3b

No. 42 24 31 38 4 21 50"/2 29 34 41

No, 48 28 36 46 8 24 59% 32 4W2 M
No. 60 28 48 58 8 24 711/2 32 41% !>y

SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions in Inches
Unit

Drawing at right

shows section of

front warm air out-

let thru wood fac-

ing. One-half inch

of compressed
rockwool must be
used between ma-
sonry and wood
facing and around
metal collar. This is

to prevent seepage
of heat, warping of

wood, and blister-

ing of paint.

Opening thru wood
facing must be W
larger than over-all

dimension of grille

collar. Confine
mantel shelf over-
hang to 3 V2".

HEATFORM Model "A"
CORNER INSTALLATION

1. Cool air inleU from
lireplace room.
Cool air inlets from
adjacent side rooms.
Warm air outlets to

adjacent side rooms.

Dimension "T" is based on two No. 34 Heatforms. If a combination of other sizes is

used, increase or decrease "F" and "K" dimensions.

RATIO OF FLUE AREA TO

FINISHED FIREPLACE

OPENING

15 Ft. Height*—12%
20 Ft. Height*—10%
25 Ft. Height*- 8%

"Height from Hearth to

Top of Chimney.

ATTENTION,
CARPENTER

R.OCKWO04]
BETWEEN
MASONRY&
V/OOP PACE

k-S"

THROV&H WflLL

When the design of the fire-

place does not allow cool air

inlets to be placed in the ma-
sonry, they may be placed on
partition wall, as illustrated

above and at right.

CUTAWAY showing!
MANTEL OUTLET

AIR INLET
TMR0U6H WflU. '

-- -r— —

.

(t)1
FLOOR PLAN- MODEL A- CORNER FIREPLACE

'ijP^Us.ng cool
Sy inlets No. ;2 and

warm air outlets
No. 3, provide an
opening through
rear outer lining

lor cool air in-

let.

Drawing above shows heat taken from

side outlets through top of mantel.

The grilles should be placed so they

will deflect heat to right and left.

Rockwool must be used between wood
and metal collar of grilles.

Above drawing shows heat taken

through masonry duct to grille

located below mantel in end of

fireplace. Top of grille should be

at least 6" higher than flat top

of heating chamber.
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PERSPECTIVE

UNIT

NO.

25

A

21

c

24

I

49

Dimensions in

F T

33 49

inches

W
24

31 21 31 49 39 55 30

34 21 33 49 42 58 33

37 25 35 53 46 61 36

42 25 40

48

53

64

51 66

60 80

41

48 30 47

60 30 50 68 72 100 59

HOW TO INSTALL HEATFORM
IN EXISTING FIREPLACE

Determine size Heotform chimney flue will

accommodate by checking below. Remove
face brick up to header. If header "E" is too
low, raise it to minimum height. Remove back
and side walls of firebrick lining. Use a thin
coat of cement over outer lining of Heatform
and apply rockwool. Set Heatform in position
and build new facing up 18", installing cool
air inlets. Build in downdraft shelf in back of
unit, as shown in section drawing, page 40. If

there isn't room to form downdraft from
front, remove three courses of brick in back
of chimney and form shelf. Finish front fac-
ing, adding worm air outlet. If fireplace
projects into room far enough, place cool oir

inlets at floor level on sides; otherwise, in

front pilasters at least 4" from front opening
of firebox.

If raised hearth is desired, elevate it 12" to
I 5". To prevent cold floors, install cool air
inlets ot floor level in front or side portions.
Air ducts leading to Heatform should not be
smaller in capacity than inlet grilles them-
selves.

If total height of fireplace, from hearth to

chimney top, is approximately 15 feet, the
net area of the smoke flue should be 12%
of the total square inch area of the front
opening of the fireplace. If 20 feet, it should
be 10%. If 25 feet, 8% may be used. The
fireplace must have its individual smoke flue,

with no vents or other flues connecting with
it.

71

Two Story Fireplace

SPECI F ICATION CHART
DIMENSIONS IN INCHES

UNIT
NO.

HEIGHT HEIGHT
FINISHED TO TOP
OPENING OF DOME
"H" "J"

4" REAR 8" REAR MINIMUM FINISHED
MASONRY MASONRY WIDTH OF WIDTH OF
WALL WALL MASONRY OPENING
"K" "K" "T" "V,"'

25 25 50 29^. 33% 49 24 9x13 9x13

31

34

25

25

29

50

50

54V2

29 l/2

29V2

33%
33%

55

SB

30

33

9x17 or 13x13

9x17 or 13x13

9x13

9x17 or 13x13

37 34 38V4 61 36 13x17 13x13

42 29 54V2 34 381/4 66 41 13x17 13x17

48 32 58V2 8" Wall to 4P/4 80 47 17x21 17x17 or 13x21

GO 32 58V2 Downdraft Shelf 41% 100 59 21x21 21x21 or 17x25

RATIO OF FLUE AREA TO
FfNSHED FIREPLACE

OPENING
15' height* 12%
20' height* 10%
25' height* 8%

'Height from hearth

to top of Chimney
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HEATFORM
MODEL M.

fT^-^1^-'

FLUE

M«I»EL M.

The HEATFORM Model "M" fire-

place, with the front and two sides

open,' allows full visibility of the

fire.

Care should be taken not to locate

this fireplace directly across from

an outside door. The best location

would be at the end of the room.

However, the wide wall would be

satisfactory. Also avoid locating

forced air furnace registers so the

louvres direct a draft through the

open fireplace.

MODEL M LINTEL BAR
3" x 3" x ft"

All drawings
scale:

front Length

#38M Wi"
End

25"

For sizes and dimensions of grilles to use

for cool air inlet and warm air outlet,

see page two of the price list.

For Colonial design panel grilles, see

page 41

.

#49M 48W
#55M Wh"
#60M 6iy2

"

_2jT

_25"

25"

KEY TO MODEL M FIREPLACE. All dimensions are in inches

Unit
No. D OD H J KK TT

Flue Lining

0.0. Dim,

.18 24 38 25 21 25 27 44 54 38 48 56V4

49 24 46% 25 21 25 27 44 54 38 56% 65

13x21

13x21

55 24 54 25 21 25 27 44 54 38 54 72 17x21

60 24 25 21 25 27 44 54 38 17x21

RATIO OF FLUE AREA TO
FINISHED FIREPLACE

OPENING
15' Height*—12%
20' Height*—10%
25' Height*— 8%

'Height from Hearth to

Top of Chimney

\
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HEATFORM-MODEL S. Swedish Design

The corner HEATFORM Model "S"

fireplace, with front and either side

open, provides view of fire from two

sides.

We offer this correctly designed metal

form around which masonry walls are

easily built .The design of the throat

and downdroft shelf, and properly

locoted damper, prevent air currents

from entering the throat, assuring

smoke-free operation, with four to

five times more heat delivery and less

fuel consumption.

Air chambers surrounding the firebox

and multiple air passages on the side

and through the throat capture and
circulate most of the heat lost up the

chimney by the ordinary fireplace.

To determine the net flue area re-

quired, multiply "R" dimension by

"H" dimension and use the ratio

shown, according to the chimney

height.

If spaced masonry is used for cool air

inlets and warm oir outlets, a mini-

mum of 96 square inches of inlet and
outlet is required.

PERSPECTIVE

FLOOR
LEVEL

PERSPECTIVE
SHOWING, RAISED
HEARTH ^ ABUTMENT

DIMENSIONS

A

21/2"O.D. x 1"

B

3" x 3" x 3/16"

C

2-7/8" O.D. x 30"

D
5" x 5" x 3/16"

Corner posts and fabricated angle

bars are available for shipment with

Models S and M Heatform. Model S

requires one corner post and one L-

shaped lintel angle bar. Model M
requires two corner posts and one

U-shaped lintel angle bar.

MODEL S LINTEL BAR-

S'' x 3" x %"

SECTION

For cool air inlet

and warm air out-

let grilles, see

page two of the

price list, or page

41 of this book.

Where a raised

hearth is used, to

permit cool air in-

let to be placed

properly at floor

level, build the

abutment shown

at left on the

open end of fire-

place.

.€OW.CRETE;Sl;A8

Front Length End

#32S 35" 21"

#38S 42" 25"

#47S 51" 25"

KEY TO MODEL S— SWEDISH FIREPLACE ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES

Min.

Air

Unit Inlet

No. Sq. In.

Max.
Air

Outlet

Sq. In. A B D H 1 1 KK R

O.D. Flue

Dimen-
T sions

32S 80 80 20 31 21 27 16V? 53 34 42 49 13 x 17

3BS 100 100 24 38 25 27 17 54 38 50 56 13 x 21

47S 100 100 24 463/4 25 27 17 54 38 59 65 17 x 21

RATIO OF FLUE AREA TO
FINISHED FIREPLACE

OPENING
15' height* 12%
20' height* 10%
25' height* 8%
•Height from hearth

to top of Chimney

AIR INLET7

% " = 1
" scole drawings available upon reguest.
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HEATFORM-Model D
HEAT CIRCULATING FIREPLACE UNIT
FOR FIREPLACES OPENING THROUGH

BETWEEN TWO ROOMS

For Dual Opening Fireplaces

CUTAWAY VIEW OF HEATFORM PARTIALLY
COVERED WITH BRICK—OTHER MASONRY MAY
BE USED, IF PREFERRED. IF THICKER THAN 4",

INCREASE DIMENSION "M" ACCORDINGLY

(See drawings on following page)

DESCRIPTION OF MODEL "D" HEATFORM
This type of fireplace, with a view of the fire from two rooms, has become very popu-
lar. However, people have found there are no sloping walls to reflect heat into the

rooms and at ieast 95% of the heat is lost to the chimney. Because people realize

that Heatform air chambers capture and circulate through the home a large volume
of this heat, we have received numerous requests for a Heatform for this type of con-
struction and, after considerable engineering, have developed Model "D", which has
been enthusiastically received.

This unit has air heating chambers above and below the firebox, with connecting
heating chambers leading from the lower to the upper heating chambers. An air inlet

from each room should be placed as shown. Air drawn into heating chambers "A" con-
tacts the hot metal in the bottom of the firebox and then passes through connecting air

passages "B" to the upper heating chambers "C" surrounding the lower portion of
the throat. It is then discharged through an outlet in each room. This unit will in-

crease the heating efficiency of the fireplace many times.

Until now, there has been no form to guide the complete construction of this type of

fireplace, so it was built by "rule of thumb", which often resulted in smoke trouble.

Because Heatform is a complete form—hearth to flue— it guides the construction,
assuring perfect draft. However, there are things that must be taken into considera-
tion. They are:

1

.

The fireplace should never be located between two outside openings to create a
draft through the fireplace and cause possible smoke trouble.

2. If a forced air furnace is used in the home and registers in the walls are near the
floor, the louvres should be arranged to direct the warm air upwardly away from
the firebox opening. Better yet, the outlet registers should be placed near ceil-

ing height.

3. If a suction fan is used over the kitchen range, a door between the kitchen and
the fireplace room should be provided and kept closed at all times when the fan

and fireplace are in operation.

4. The top of the chimney should be capped, with all four sides open, as shown
above section drawing, to prevent downdraft wind currents from entering the

throat and interfering with the draft; also to prevent rainfall from entering the

chimney.

NOTE: We specify the size chimney flue to be used to give adequate draft, as the open-

ing area of the two-way fireplace is greater than the single opening fireplace and
requires a larger effective flue area. The flue size specified should definitely be
maintained.

This unit is shipped with a square end steel bar fuel grate made of %" bars for wood
burning only. This grate is absolutely necessary to nest the fuel closely together in the

center of the fire box in its proper location beneath the chimney flue. The legs hold

the bottom of the grate approximately 1 V2" above the bottom heating chamber
and 1

" of ashes should be allowed to remain in the bottom of the firebox at all times.

Note the masonry hearth is 3" higher than the top of the metal firebox. This is neces-

sary to prevent ashes from spreading out upon the hearth.

For cool air inlet and warm air outlet, our standard aluminum grilles may be used and
painted to blend with the masonry or you may use thin brick or stone and soldier and
space them to assure 50% of the actual openings in the unit for free air inlet and out-

let. There should be no deviation from this rule.

With a Heatform, you have the greatest protection possible to guarantee a success-

ful fireplace, provided the construction specifications are followed to the letter.
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SECTION THROUGH NO. 33D HEATFORM
All drawings scale: 3/4"=l"

For cool air inlet and warm air outlet grilles, #33D
Heatform requires four #25 or #23B — #43D Heatform

requires four #26 or #23D. Angle bars, as shown.

1

Flue |

L in^r

Fulf Dome
Width

-~ 29-
?

Warm Air
Outlet

HALF ELEVATION No. 43-D
INTEL BARS
SECTION ^

From lintel bar, up—Showing proper formation from top of dome to terro cotta

flue lining.

KEY TO DRAWINGS— MODEL D ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES

O.D.

Depth
Including

O.D. O.D. Masonry Firebox

Opening Width & O.D. Unit Unit Hearth a Opening O.D. Flue

Unit Height Depth of Unit Height Depth Height Rockwool Width Dimen-

No. F

21

Unit Dome Width J K L M W sions

33D 21-Wx 11-D 40>/2 65 24 15 34 34 13 x 21

43D 21 29-W x 1 1-D 48 '/2 65 24 15 34 42 17 x 21
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SUPERIOR HI-FORM DAMPER-Model "H
Adaptable for Fireplaces with openings on Front and Sides — or

Opening Through Wall —*Irockwool

I

ff

BLANKET

/
20 34

20%"
SUPERIOR

HI- FORM DAMPER

MODEL H

£10"

FRONT 1 VIEW

REAR
VIEW

Multiple opening fireplaces are very popular. Unfortunately many are

failures, because the designer or builder used a damper designed for single

opening fireplaces or no damper at all and did not take into consideration the

flue area for these fireplaces must be greater than for single openings.

In other cases, they used two dome dampers and the damper blades swung

back to form a V-shape beneath the flue, directing downdraft wind currents

into the throat, resulting in smoke and ashes being blown into the home.

To make multiple opening fireplaces practical and efficient, our engineers

have designed the heavy steel Model "H" Hi-Form — no brittle cast iron

parts to break. This Form Damper is fool-proof for multiple opening fireplaces

when the percentage of flue area we specify is used and the fireplace is con-

structed 100% per specifications.

When planning your fireplace, consider Hi-Form's following advantages:

1. It controls construction of throat from lintel to flue.

2. Properly hinged and located damper cannot swing back beneath chimney

flue, but acts as a buffer to return downdraft currents back up the

chimney.

Poker friction control holds damper blade in any desired position.

Tight closure prevents loss of furnace heat, cool air in summer, and

entry of rodents or insects into the home.

Detachable metal downdraft support allows for masonry downdraft shelf

to prevent rainfall from entering firebox.

The extra cost of Hi-Form is saved in labor; no brick to cut or plaster to

form a proper throat.

A blanket of rockwool is furnished to cover form and the lintel bar is

separate from the form. This is the only

100% perfect method of preventing

metal expansion cracking the masonry.

Form allows chimney to be located direct-

ly above center of apex of dome, without

adding extra cost of masonry and labor

necessary to offset chimney flue and form

downdraft in another location.

3.

4.

7.

cul bnck
to form
side walls

abcw3ur\d
dome _
shown

)penmq th ru lirepjacle

1e

^Opening ihru

Elevation and Section for

Page 48

KEY TO DRAWINGS

Unit

No.

Min.

A

Min.

E I K L

DIMENSIONS
Set

Dim.

M N P B

N INCHES
Oval Square

Max. O.D. O.D.

W Flue Flue

29 30 21
6—41 m 29 42V4 42 20 46 30 15 22 27 35 30_ 13x17

35—30 21 9 45 51% 34 47% 46 25 50 36 15 22 27 41 35 13x21

J13xl3

16x16"

71 1? 50 58V? 41 54% 52 32 56 30 15 22 2/ 45 42 13x21 16x16
41 30

47 34V4 21 15

59 341/4 21 18 67 im 59 72% 65 50 70 34% 18 26 30 65 60 21x21 20x20
K Mtt 47 fitm 55 38 60 34% 18 26 30 50 48 17x21 18x18

RATIO OF FLUE AREA TO

FINISHED FIREPLACE

15 Ft. Height*—12%

25 Ft. Height*- 8%
20 Ft. Height*—10%

Height from Hearth to

Top of Chimney.



cut brick
to form
51 lie walls

above unit

dome a
shown

yUnil Bottom)

ff
Lmte] Ban?

-*-Unit no.^Q-
•*-» " 35-
«-'/ n 41
*// if 47
+* " 59-

Half Elevahon
thru Model" Hr
for 2 or3
way Open i ng
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Elevation and Section for Plans #1, 3#, and #4

Section thru
Model "H" for

two or three way
opening fireplaces

^///AC/^5
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All Drawings

Scale

y4"= y

i

_FLUE_J' KLINER

PLAN 3

Plan#l
One post and

"L" Shaped Lintel.

Plan #2
No posts

—

two straight lintels.

Plan #3
Two corner posts
and "IT shaped

lintel.

Plan #4
Two corner posts
and "U" shaped

lintel.

WHEN ORDERING
LINTELS MENTION
PLAN NUMBER

DIMENSIONS:

A

2 1/2" O.D. x 1"

B

3" x 3" x 3/16"

C

2-7/8" O.D. x 30"

D

S" x 5" x 3/16"

m
PIPE SLEEVE "A" IS WELDED

ON THE INSIDE TO BOTTOM OF

LINTEL BAR "B" AND PROJECTS

TIGHTLY INTO COLD ROLLED

PIPE "C" HOLDING IT

SECURELY IN POSITION

BASE PLATE "D" WELDED TO "C"
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ROCKWOOL COVERS
COMPLETE FORM
TO PREVENT CRACKING
OF MASONRY

CONCAVE RIB
FOR TIGHT
DAMPER
CLOSURE

SUPERIOR HI-FORM DAMPER-Model "L"
For single opening tapered fireboxes only

Thirty-six years ago, our engineers dis-

covered the design of the ordinary damper
was unsatisfactory, as it gave absolutely no

protection against faulty construction of

the most important part of the fireplace —
the throat. Nor was there any provision

made to absorb metal expansion, often great

enough to crack the masonry joints between
smoke chamber and wooden header, result-

ing in fire hazard. Therefore, we developed
Superior Model "L" Form Damper, with its

wide throat and high form, which now con-

trols the construction of the throat from
lintel bar to on a vertical line with the inside

front of the flue. This assures proper con-
struction and perfect draft.

The form and all control parts are made
of heavy steel for lifetime service — no
brittle cast-iron parts to break in shipping or usage. A blanket of rockwool is shipped with

each unit to be placed between form and masonry. This is the only proven method of absorbing
metal expansion to prevent cracking of masonry or joints,

IMPORTANT: This TIGHT CLOSURE DAMPER is properly hinged and, when in an open posi-

tion, does not swing back beneath the chimney flue, but acts as a buffer to return downdraft
wind currents back up the chimney — thus assuring perfect draft, free from smoke trouble.

When in closed position, it prevents rodents or insects from entering the home or loss of fur-

nace heat in winter and cool air in summer.

The cost of the Hi-Form Damper is more than offset in labor saved, because there are no brick

to cut to form a proper throat.

Specify and insist upon Superior Hi-Form. IT HAS NO EQUAL! Beware of imitations of light

steel and poor workmanship.

All Drawings—Scale W= V

ASSURES PROPER
CONSTRUCTION OF

COMPLETE THROAT

Supe

Wire mesh

Steel rods

?&'T'£*1<te£*-C?i ^'l^^A^Q^tZS.

toz
2 M
CO UJZ 3=

Sz

X-
LU

Unit A

Approx.

B C D F

Min.

G H K L

Min.

N Flue RATIO OF FLUE AREA TO

FINISHED FIREPLACE

OPENING

15 Ft. Height*—12%
20 Ft. Height*—10%
25 Ft. Height*- 8%

*Height from Hearth to

Top of Chimney.

25 24-26 17 6 27+ 24-27 13 + Wh 24 8% 51/2 13x9

30 28 32 23 6 27+ 24-27 13+ 14i/
2 29 131/2 51/2 13x9

36 34-38 27 6 31+ 27-30 13+ 14i/2 35 191/2 51/2 13x13

42 39-43 33 g 31 + 30-33 13+ I41/2 41 25i/2 51/2 17x13

48 46-51 39 12 31+ 33-36 13+ 14V2 47 31i/
2 81/2 21x13*

54 52-56 43 12 42+ 36-42 161/2+ 15 54 441/2 81/2 21x21*'*

60 58-62 49 15 42+ 36-42 16V6 + 15 60 501/2 81/2 21x21***

72 70-74 61 18 42+ 36-48 16&+ 15 72 621/2 m 25x21**

*
If no 21x13 flue liner available, use 17x17 and increase D dimension 4".

**lf 25x21 flue liner not available, increase D dimension 4" and use 25x25 liner or use 8" of masonry around flue and omit liner.

**No oval liner large enough available. Square liner 21" x 21" O.K. Otherwise build 8" masonry wall around chimney with adequate flue capacity.

Flues specified based on 12% of firebox opening area required for low chimneys.
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SECTION thru Nos25^30

DIRECTIONS FOR READING
ALL SPECIFICATION (KEY)

CHARTS AND DRAWINGS
THROUGHOUT BOOK

In the chart, the left vertical

column shows the unit num-
bers. Follow through to the

right and compare the dimen-
sions below each letter with the

corresponding letter on the

drawings. This will enable you
to select the size and model you
wish to use and to determine
the dimensions of the unit and
the masonry required to build

around it. Send for free de-
tailed construction sheet on
unit you will use and we will

mail it to you with our compli-
ments.
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SUPERIOR ASH-DROP

For use when fireplace is

on inside wall, built on a

concrete slab floor, or where
there is no basement to per-

mit removal of ashes from
beneath floor.

Top and ash dump are made
of heavy cast iron. Container
is of rust resistant galvan-
ized steel.
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